Media Log 2015

**Featured Media Hits**

**AP - US says decade-old Gulf oil leak could last another century**
Cites SkyTruth’s estimate of the rate and total amount of oil leaked from the Taylor site.

**Mongabay.com - Have the 'Bandit 6' poached their last toothfish in the Southern Ocean?**
Features interview with John Amos on illegal fishing

**National Geographic - Tiny Team Uses Satellites to Bust Illegal Fishing Worldwide**
Video interview about SkyTruth and GFW’s work on illegal fishing

**Media Hits**

**5/8/2015**
**State Impact PA - FracFocus upgrades availability of data on oil & gas operations**
Features interview with John Amos about FracFocus’s data being made available

**5/12/2015**
**Orbcomm Blog - Charting the Course for AIS and Big Data**
Discusses SkyTruth’s use of AIS date for our Global Fishing Watch program

**5/13/2015**
**Health24 - Eyes-in-the-sky spy on crimes against nature**
Discusses SkyTruth’s use of satellite and remote sensing, and Global Fishing Watch

**5/16/2015**
**AP - US says decade-old Gulf oil leak could last another century**
Cites SkyTruth’s estimate of the rate and total amount of oil leaked from the Taylor site. Also reported by the Huffington Post, Yahoo News, The Ada News (Oklahoma), Aurora Sentinel (Colorado), WTOP (Washington D.C.), CBS Dallas Ft. Worth, etc.

**5/20/2015**
**Fuel Fix - Gulf oil leak records cannot be kept secret, US judge says**
Features Image by SkyTruth

**6/2/2015**
**Mongabay.com - Have the 'Bandit 6' poached their last toothfish in the Southern Ocean?**
Features interview with John Amos on illegal fishing
**EPA – Case Study Analysis of the Impacts of Water Acquisition for Hydraulic Fracturing on Local Water Availability**
Features image by SkyTruth

**6/5/2015**
**Huffington Post - Check Out Google's New Tool For Monitoring Global Fishing**
Discusses SkyTruth and GFW

**6/15/15**
**National Geographic - Tiny Team Uses Satellites to Bust Illegal Fishing Worldwide**
Video interview about SkyTruth and GFW’s work on illegal fishing

**International Media Hits**

**6/3/2015**
**Rue89 (France) - Apps, satellites and sensors to nab polluters**
Discusses SkyTruth’s work as well as GFW